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No people will tamely surrender their Liberties, nor can any be easily
subdued, when knowledge is diffused and virtue is preserved.1
–Samuel Adams

A

CCORDING TO JOHN ADAMS, the real American Revolution
occurred “in the minds and hearts of the people” long before the armed
conflict ever began.2 This shared anti-British sentiment in prewar colonial
America was largely fostered by committees of correspondence. Formed
a decade before the revolution, the committees were the first institution of
intercolonial communication. They were composed of radical, educated,
mostly upper-class men who demonstrated the power of communication
through pamphlets, letters, newspaper articles, and town hall meetings.
The committees successfully kindled the flame of revolution among the
colonists by creating an innovative system of mass communication that
shared information and spread enlightening ideas.
For a century and a half since 1607, the American colonies maintained
a tranquil relationship with their mother country. Great Britain granted
relative autonomy to its territories, allowing the colonies to be governed
chiefly by their own legislatures with free reign to manage their own affairs.
This period of salutary neglect came to an end with the termination of the
French and Indian War in 1763, when Britain turned to levying taxes in
order to pay off war debt. Though Britain viewed taxation as obligatory
and reasonable, the colonists soon rebelled. They eventually formed an
organized opposition with committees of correspondence.
The earliest committee was founded in Boston in 1764 and called for
resisting Britain’s rigid tax enforcement in the colonies. The New York
committee was established the next year to boycott the Stamp Act, which
required colonists to purchase an official stamp as a tax on nearly every type
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of document. By 1774, hundreds of committees had formed in America.
The committees informed colonists about everyday affairs, encouraged
unity between colonies, and created the bridge to a civil, democratic
government after the Revolutionary War. By appealing to shared values
of liberty and the illustrious idea of natural rights, the committees played
a crucial role in amplifying civilian voices and laying a foundation for
American democracy.
Seeds of Revolution:
Early Committees and Communication Among the Colonies
After the French and Indian War, Britain was saddled with a debt of 140
million pounds and attempted to shift the burden to their colonies.3 In April
1764, the Sugar Act was passed. This initiated strict British enforcement
that prevented colonists from continuing their commonplace smuggling of
molasses from the French or Dutch West Indies. The Act marked the first
time that Britain had levied taxes on the colonies.4 In response, Samuel
Adams, a Bostonian statesman, established the first formal committee of
correspondence in Boston. In May, Adams drafted pointed instructions
for Boston’s representatives in the Massachusetts legislature.
He blamed Parliament for imposing taxes without input from the
colonists, arguing: “If taxes are laid upon us in any shape without our
having a legal representation where they are laid, are we not reduced
from the character of free subjects to the miserable state of tributary
slaves?”5 Adams’s argument was both legal and moral. His heartfelt
language and earnestness in defending the colonists’ liberties galvanized
the public. More committees were formed, stretching from the seacoast
to rural inland towns in Massachusetts. Although the committees did
not completely unite, their communication with Parliament and with one
another helped formulate the colonists’ burgeoning grievances against the
British government.
Unfazed, the British Parliament passed the Stamp Act in 1765. The
widespread impact of the Act resulted in organized resistance from the
colonists once again. Virginia and Massachusetts took the lead. Their
committees sought to establish unified outrage towards Parliament’s
overreaching, as individual appeals had proven ineffective. Urged by
Massachusetts leaders, the Stamp Act Congress was held in New York
City in October with nine colonies and 27 delegates attending.6 Through
engaging discussion and debate, the colonial body signed the Stamp
Act Resolves to dispute taxation. The Congress further asserted the
principle of ‘no taxation without representation’ and, more importantly,
demonstrated the first united colonial action against a British measure.
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Britain, meanwhile, continuously underestimated the effectiveness of
coordinated communication. The monarchy held no expectation that the
Stamp Act Congress would begin the path to American independence.
“The Boston Pamphlet” Mobilizes the Colonies
Britain repealed the Stamp Act in 1766, but asserted their authority
once again by passing the Townshend Acts of 1767. This imposed taxes
on imported goods such as paint, glass, paper, and tea. These measures
continued to push American colonies towards revolution, resulting in
the formation of more committees and the signing of nonimportation
agreements among the colonies.
In 1772, Britain decided that officials in Massachusetts previously paid
by the province would henceforth be paid by the Crown. Colonial leaders
feared that Crown salaries would encourage the appointment of corrupt
officials. To protest, Samuel Adams proposed a 21-member committee of
correspondence that would state the rights of the colonists and formulate
a statement of grievances.7 Adams sent letters to other provinces to
promote similar committees, believing that the self-constituted system
would unite colonists and enable the execution of a practical plan.8 These
efforts resulted in a list of grievances known as “The Boston Pamphlet.”
The Boston Committee delivered over 600 copies of the Pamphlet to 260
towns and provinces throughout Massachusetts.9 The Pamphlet initiated
creation of a colony-wide communication network to oppose British
policies, fanning the flames of revolution (see Appendix A).
Written to directly appeal to the common people in simple, concise
language, “The Boston Pamphlet” outlined three main themes—the
inherent rights of colonists, the immediate British encroachment upon
these liberties, and the power of correspondence in seeking redress of
grievances. It began with enumerating the colonists’ natural rights to life,
liberty, and property, underscoring government’s role as a protector of these
rights. On the unfair treatment of colonists, it inquired powerfully: “The
natural Liberty of Man is to be free from any superior Power on Earth and
not to be under the legislative Authority of Man…What Liberty can there
be where Property is taken away without Consent?”10 In addition, the
Pamphlet placed heavy focus on taxation without representation, claiming
the colonists would be enslaved by continued British dominance: “Our
houses…are exposed to be ransacked, our chests & trunks broke open,
ravaged and plundered by wretches.”11
The fiery rhetoric of the Pamphlet not only matched the anger already
expressed by colonists, but also justified calls for resisting the forces of
tyranny before they could be applied. If the American Revolution was
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“preeminently a revolution caused by ideas and pivoted on ideas,” then
“The Boston Pamphlet” undoubtedly sowed the seeds of revolutionary
ideas in America.12 Requesting each Massachusetts town engage in “a
free communication of their Sentiments on this Subject,” the Pamphlet
inspired other towns to establish their own committees of correspondence
and organize a resistance to tyranny.
King George III expressed his disapproval at the committees, but
viewed them as a mere annoyance. Hutchinson derided the Pamphlet as
“a foolish scheme” and the Boston committee as “ridiculous.”13 However,
the Pamphlet acted as an important catalyst, galvanizing the colonists into
expressing their common displeasure.14 By September 1773, 119 letters had
been received by 144 towns. Town leaders established standing committees
and formed the political infrastructure required for a revolutionary
movement, an intercolonial chain of common willpower.15 The system
of communication among colonies “meant that revolutionary language
by 1773 was surrounding virtually every adult ear in Massachusetts.”16
Adams had predicted, “where there is a Spark of patriotic fire, we will
enkindle it,” and enkindle it he did.17
The Gaspee Unites the Colonies
As Massachusetts became united, Rhode Island fell under harsher
British rule. The Gaspee Affair of 1772 marked one of the first acts of
violent rebellion against the British in America. Earlier that year, Britain
commander Lieutenant William Dudingston sailed the naval vessel HMS
Gaspee into Rhode Island’s Narragansett Bay to monitor trade and force
inspection of cargo. On June 9, the Gaspee ran aground while chasing the
sloop Hannah. Rhode Islanders, angry with British harassment, injured
Dudingston and burned the Gaspee to the waterline (see Appendix B).
Shortly afterward, a Royal Commision of Inquiry charged the perpetrators
with treason, demanding that all suspects be transported to London for trial.18
Alarmed, Rhode Islanders sought support from the other colonies.
In Massachusetts, Samuel Adams foresaw the power of intercolonial
connection. In a letter, he denied the legitimacy of the royal commission,
and raised a bitter query: “Is there an American, in whose breast there
glows the smallest spark of public virtue, against a measure so replete
with the ruin of our free constitution?”19 The letter, republished multiple
times in colonial newspapers such as Providence Gazette, became widely
read. The Virginia House of Burgesses shared Adams’s sentiments, and
advocated the formation of permanent committees of correspondence in
every colony.20 Thomas Jefferson, a member of the House of Burgesses
at the time, recalled the event:
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We were all sensible that the most urgent of all measures was coming to an
understanding with the other colonies to produce a unity of action, and for
this purpose that a committee of correspondence in each colony would be
the best instrument for intercommunication.21

The other colonies responded enthusiastically to Virginia’s call. By
spring of 1773, twelve colonies had unified by joining the network of
committees. The Royal Commission’s investigation was fruitless in the face
of colonial resistance. After the Gaspee Affair, the committees continued
to facilitate communication among sister colonies. Through exchanging
opinions on the colonists’ constitutional rights, disseminating arguments,
and promoting democratic government in colonies, the committees created
a common American identity based on principles of freedom. This unity
of action further honed the instrument for the upcoming revolution.
Organized Protest Among the Colonies
The Tea Act of 1773 granted the British East India Company the right
to ship tea directly to the colonies and gave commission agents the sole
right to sell tea. Outraged, the committees of correspondence began
a tireless effort to oppose these provisions.22 In late 1773, the Boston
Committee agreed to “prevent the Landing and Sale of tea” arriving from
Britain.23 Following the rise of anti-British sentiment, it supplanted docile
outrage with the necessity of more aggressive protest.24 As a result, over
a hundred men boarded three British merchant ships on December 16 and
heaved 90,000 pounds of tea into Boston Harbor. Moreover, the Boston
Committee’s rhetoric had facilitated resistance in other colonies. Three
days before the Boston Tea Party, a member from the New York committee
signified the success of Boston’s message: “the people has [sic] been rising
to oppose the landing of tea in New York.”25
Britain was furious over the destruction of Crown property.
Massachusetts governor Thomas Gage declared, “if we take the resolute
part, [the colonists] will undoubtedly prove very meek.”6 Parliament
subsequently passed the Intolerable Acts, which suspended Boston town
meetings, appointed a military governor, and closed the Boston port to
all trade. The Acts, however, only strengthened the colonists’ resolve.
Though town meetings became prohibited, the Boston Committee flouted
restrictions. It became a chief connecting force for organizing resistance
among the colonies and returned to the ideals of life, liberty, and property.27
Britain, it warned, was reducing the colonists to “a more wretch’d state of
slavery than ever before existed,” and would “strip them of humanity.”28
When presented with this looming danger, committees around Boston
quickly united and seized the reigns of autonomy and self-determination.
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Individual committee members also promoted colonial unity.
Josiah Quincy cultivated leaders from the Carolinas through
Virginia, Pennsylvania, and New York.29 He emphasized a “mutual
exchange of sentiments” that would “create esteem and camaraderie”
between colonists.30 From Massachusetts to Georgia, committees
of correspondence stood in solidarity with Boston. James Wilson, a
Pennsylvanian who would later sign the Declaration of Independence,
proclaimed that the committees formed a “chain of freedom” where
“every individual was willing to preserve his liberty.”31 Other colonies
took similar action and agreed on two courses of action: each colony
organized non-importation agreements against British goods and decided
to found a firm union of colonies to preserve their liberties. The Maryland
Committee called for a congress to meet in Philadelphia, and eventually,
twelve colonies heeded the call, selecting delegates for what would
become the First Continental Congress in 1774. The Congress would
decide to use non-importation of British goods as leverage against British
abuse and prepare the Continental Association.32
The Road to Freedom: The Legacy of the Committees
John Adams claimed that “the history of the United States can never be
written” until the committees of correspondence were studied in detail.33
Without the communication among committees of correspondence,
colonial America would not have become united against Britain as
quickly or as strongly. As a new agency for American independence, the
committees exemplified the importance of communication in fostering
collective action and political expression. Through diverse and effective
ways of communication such as circulating letters and pamphlets, forming
alliances, and organizing protests, the committee leaders created an
invaluable network to galvanize the common people into meaningful
action. Moreover, their influence and ideas lived on in the new nation.
Members of the Massachusetts committees drafted Resolves to boycott
British goods that were later adopted by the Second Continental Congress,
which formally declared America’s independence from Britain in 1776.
Following the example of the colonial committees, the Second Continental
Congress also created a Committee of Secret Correspondence that
corresponded with Great Britain, Ireland, and France to gauge the amount
of sympathy for the American Revolution abroad. Headed by Benjamin
Franklin, the Committee played a notable role in securing French support
for the Americans.34 Prominent domestic committee members such as
Thomas Jefferson and John Jay played a formative role in forming the
foundations of America. For example, Jay utilized the power of the written
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word to help compose the Federalist Papers, which were disseminated
to colonists to gather support for the new Constitution. Later, it was due
to communication by pamphlet that citizens came to support the addition
of the Bill of Rights.
Through the committees, the power of communication became
synonymous to the power of collaboration and diversity of thought. This
enabled them to successfully pave the road to American independence and
create a powerful, lasting precedent for democratic values and freedoms
of speech and expression. Their doctrine of self-governance eventually
became codified into the political foundation of the United States.
The flame of revolution kindled by the committees of correspondence
continues to burn on, lighting a nation with the enduring messages of
freedom and democracy.
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Appendix A

The first page of “The Boston Pamphlet” describes the Boston Committee’s
role of communicating “Infringements and Violations.” It was widely
distributed among the colonies and appealed to colonists’ anger towards
Britain in order to create unity and encourage further formation of
committees.
Boston Committee of Correspondence. “The Votes and Proceedings of the
Freeholders and Other Inhabitants of the Town of Boston.” 1772, Massachusetts
Historical Society, https://www.masshist.org/database/viewer.php?item_
id=609&amp;mode=large&amp;img_step= 3&amp;pid=2&amp;br=1#page3.
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Appendix B

The burning of the British schooner HMS Gaspee at the hands of angry
Rhode Islanders, depicted in The Burning of the Gaspee (1892). After
Britain sought retribution, the colonies united for the first time to form a
connected system of committees of correspondence.
Brownell, Charles De Wolf. The Burning of the Gaspee, 1982. (Rhode Island
Historical Society). In Gaspee Virtual Archives, http://www.gaspee.org/.
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